
Technology & Digital
Igniting ambition in the technology and digital sector



We could begin by telling you how the industry you’re in is fast moving, influential 
and competitive. But that would hardly count as an innovative view. And we think it 
misses the point: technology businesses are also people businesses.

You already know what it takes to succeed in this sector, 
probably from your own standing start. Like all our clients, and 
us, you’ve grown because your people are smart, and know how 
to apply themselves. As leading entrepreneurs, your minds are 
among the brightest.

How do you make sure the outlook is bright too? As your 
business grows, so will the challenges. To guide you through 
them and keep your ambitions in sight – whether that’s 
preparing to sell or looking to grow – you need advisers with 
active minds and relevant experience of their own.

We enjoy real interactions with real people. We like using our 
expertise to make a difference. We thrive on helping  
people succeed. 

BKL is a leading firm of chartered accountants and tax advisers. 
We have more than 190 people and over 15 partners operating 
out of two offices, London and Cambridge.

We work with everyone from entrepreneurs and ultra high net 
worth individuals to businesses with a turnover of up to £100 

million. We’re experts in advising on wealth creation and wealth 
preservation, with an uncommon depth of expertise in these 
chosen areas.

Excellence goes beyond pure financial expertise. Challenging 
thinking, breadth of vision and an uncommon affinity with our 
clients makes supporting long-term aims second nature. We’re 
strategists, not box-tickers. We care. We’re interested. We have 
views. We bring ideas to you. We can be your ally as much as 
your adviser.

Your innovation is making a difference to other businesses. 
In this brochure, you’ll find out how our support will make a 
difference to yours.

BKL and technology & digital



How does BKL make a difference?

See the full picture
Not all accountants will ask, “Why? 
What are you really trying to do 

here?” For us, real relationships 
begin here. Our questioning nature 
gets us much closer to you, and 

knowing the full vision allows us to 
provide much more comprehensive 

and effective advice. For many 
tech clients, we’re their first 
choice for a second opinion.

Proactive not passive
We use the knowledge that we have 
and the interest in your success to 

be active contributors to positive 
change. We don’t wait to be told 
what to do. We knock on the door 
with ideas.

Avoiding jargon
Tax, like tech, can bring up confusing 
terminology for non-specialists. 
We steer clear of it, giving you 

clear information to support your 
decision making.

Who we help
Established software houses; 
digital media agencies; hardware 
manufacturers; software engineers; 
app designers; graphics houses; 
web designers; fintech businesses; 
cryptocurrency traders.

Good communication
By treating our clients as people, 
not simply businesses, we’re 

sensitive to the type of relationship 
you want and how you prefer to 

communicate: chatty or to-the-
point, email or phone – even via  
our app.

Supporting your next 
venture
Having been part of many 

entrepreneurs’ successful journeys, 

we are able to lend perspective  
to your challenges and offer real  
life solutions as you make your  
idea a reality. Just being here  
as your sounding board is  

often enough.

How we can help Additional services 
As a client of BKL, you’ll benefit from 
an extended team that works together 
to support all areas of your business.

Audit and assurance
We treat audit as a powerful diagnostic 
tool as well as a statutory requirement, 
and are recognised as a significant 
audit firm by the ICAEW.

Bookkeeping, management accounting 
and payroll

We provide access to Xero, Receipt 

Bank and top reporting software. 
We can handle as much of your 

bookkeeping, accounting and payroll as 
you wish.

Corporate finance
We achieve great results for raising 

finance and selling businesses.

Business tax
Our tax team is one of the most highly 
regarded in the country and covers our 

key sectors in great depth.

How we help startups or  

smaller businesses 
/ Choosing the right legal structure for 

 your business

 

/ Initial legal agreements, e.g.  
 shareholder agreements

 
/ Enterprise Investment Schemes (EIS)  

 and Seed Enterprise Investment   

 Schemes (SEIS)

 

/ Enterprise Management Incentive  
    (EMI) schemes

 

/ Tax planning: keep more of what  
    you earn 

 

/ Commercial and financial advice when 

 you need it

How we help larger and more  

established businesses 

/ Claiming R&D credits, Patent Box relief  
 and sophisticated tax planning

/ Company formations and group 

 structuring advice

/ Share issues, shareholding agreements 

 and employee share schemes

/ Commercial agreements

/ Compliance and regulatory advice

/ Strategic advice: a sounding board  

 when you need to talk through an  
 important decision

Our services for your sector 
To help technology & digital entrepreneurs overcome similar challenges across a 
diverse sector, we combine a broad understanding with a bespoke service.



Expertise in action

Dusan Hamlin, CEO of This Place

Having tirelessly supported all key aspects of 
my company’s growth, from a standing start to 
international expansion and ultimately, a successful 
corporate plc sale, I could not recommend BKL highly 
enough.

“

”

This Place
This Place is a digital design studio with 
offices in London, Seattle and Tokyo. It  
helps brands to grow by designing  

innovative services and products  
for the digital marketplace. 

Its clients range from BBC and T-Mobile 
to Food Network and ASOS.

BKL has supported This Place since it started up. We’ve been inspired by 
their desire to be leading innovators and their commitment to putting the 
user experience first.

As well as putting an EMI scheme in place, we’ve helped to structure the 
group. This has included the transfer pricing arrangements with the US 
subsidiary.

In 2017, This Place was sold to Infoteria, the Japan-listed software 
corporation. We provided strategic accounting and taxation support. 
This included key management participation structures and share for 
share exchanges. Working to strict deadlines, we applied our detailed 
understanding of the tax rules surrounding complex transactions.

Post-deal, we continue to support the company with the integration into the 
group and its new global IFRS accounting requirements. Our strategic 
advice is available to This Place’s management team whenever and 
wherever they need it: we’ve joined them for meetings in both 
the UK and Japan.

The team has a deep knowledge of financial matters and is comfortable working with fast growth, entrepreneurial companies; 
BKL’s business acumen and ability to gain a successful outcome every time have created a bond that will last a lifetime. Anthony Jenking, Co-Founder and Managing Director of cr360

BKL assisted us in numerous areas, including  
helping to develop our growth strategy, 
strengthening the finance team and  
demystifying funding options. For three  
months, BKL negotiated the deal for us with  
UL and guided us through a rigorous due 

diligence process. 

“

”

cr360
cr360, now known as UL EHS Sustainability, 
provides a complete software platform that 
helps businesses manage their environmental 

protection, health and safety, sustainability 
and learning.

Based in Cambridge, it has clients worldwide 
in over 20 major industries including 

Nestlé, Philips and McDonald’s.

We first started working with the company when it was owned by the 
two founders. Our experience with software businesses, added to our 
expertise in corporate finance, enabled us to support its ambitions to 
expand.

Our major project with cr360 was its sale to UL, the leading US-based 
safety science company. BKL led the transaction and negotiated the 
deal on behalf of the shareholders. We provided vital support in 
preparing the business for sale, strengthening the finance function and 
managing the entire due diligence process. Our understanding and 
experience of SaaS (software as a service) businesses proved invaluable 
in maximising the value for the shareholders.

Thanks to the success of this deal, the company was able to remain 
competitive and cutting-edge, continuing its investment in new 
software development and exploring new geographical markets. 
We have stayed involved with the business and now prepare 

the annual statutory accounts for the US parent company.

At all times they proved an invaluable sounding board and respected and trusted advisers.



The team

Dominic Anthony
Partner, Head of Technology  
& Digital sector

Dominic specialises in business  
consultancy, digital agencies  

and fast-growing  
entrepreneurial businesses.

T:  01763 209 113 

E:  dominic.anthony@bkl.co.uk

T:  020 8922 9130 

E:  simon.eaton@bkl.co.uk  

Simon Eaton
Partner
Simon specialises in start-ups and 
entrepreneurs, digital media and 

software companies.

T:  020 8922 9333 

E:  howard.graff@bkl.co.uk  

Howard Graff 
Partner
Howard specialises in fast-growing 
businesses, commercial advice and 

litigation support.



T:  01763 209 113

E:  tom.gallop@bkl.co.uk  

Tom Gallop 
Partner
Tom specialises in corporate finance, 
including disposals, management  

buy-outs and fundraising.

T:  020 8922 9119 

E:  stephen.deutsch@bkl.co.uk  

Stephen Deutsch 
Senior Adviser
Stephen specialises in corporate 

and personal tax – EMI, EIS, SEIS, 
and family-owned businesses.

Heather Tulloch 
Manager

T:  01763 209 113 

E:  heather.tulloch@bkl.co.uk  

Heather specialises in corporate tax 
including Research & Development, and 
owner-managed businesses.



London: 020 8922 9222

Cambridge: 01763 209 113

www.bkl.co.uk


